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A Heartfelt Thank You To Our Horner Employees   
by: The Horner Family
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We are deeply appreciative to the entire Horner 

Team who are working tirelessly to help keep our 

customers running during this turbulent time.

The work we do at Horner is critical to support 

our healthcare systems, food and pharmaceutical 

processing facilities, power and water utilities, and 

rail transportation services just to name a few. Our 

customers keep our family fridges and pantries 

stocked, ensure those who need healthcare or 

medications have them, make sure that power 

and clean water stay on in our homes, and those 

that produce many other essential goods.

Horner has received numerous letters from our 

customers naming us as “essential” to the contin-

ued success of their business.  We always knew 

we were “essential”, but those letters confirm it.  

For example, Indianapolis Field Services received 

an emergency call from a local hospital a few 

weeks ago.  The fan motor in an operating room 

had failed.  We responded on a Sunday and had 

the operating room back in service in a matter of 

hours.   Springfield Motor Shop got a call from 

a plastics extrusion company that is producing 

face shields 24/7 for healthcare workers. A 600hp 

motor had failed and they did not have a spare.  

Our employees  worked around the clock over the 

weekend to get the motor back into production.

We are proud, humbled and grateful to all of our 

Horner Team members who are showing up and 

stepping up, despite their own personal risks and 

fears. Horner, our life critical customers and our 

communities quite literally could not keep going 

without you.



Product Sales Not a 
9-5

By: Craig Hallett

Our customers work 24/7 

and so do we. Product sales 

doesn’t end at 5pm....when 

a customer needs a motor, 

pump, gearbox etc, it can 

be on the weekend or in the 

middle of the night. So our 

product sales employees 

are always monitoring their 

phones and emails. We want 

to thank everyone who takes 

time away from their personal 

lives to help Horner custom-

ers, may that be sales, repair, 

or accounting.

I want to give a quick shout 

out to Sandy Pruitt and Kerry 

Fork. Sandy was monitoring 

her email over the weekend 

recently where a customer 

was trying to get in touch over 

a failed 50 HP X-Proof motor. 

Sandy and Kerry worked 

together getting this customer 

what he needed to get running 

again.  

The customer wrote us ‘Thank 

you for the excellent customer 

service!’

For those who don’t know 

Kerry Fork, Kerry has been 

the key person for ‘after hours’ 

in Indianapolis products for 

years. He is always on call. 

Without him 1/2 of Indy would 

always be down. 

APG China Action In The Pandemic  by: Weining Zhang

I hope by the time you’re read-

ing this, the global pandemic 

has been controlled. When I 

first got the call from Tianjin 

Academy of Environmental 

Sciences on February 2nd, 

I just stayed home with my 

family per the government’s 

orders. They needed to build a 

new medical waste incineration 

device to support the city of 

Xiaogan, which is near Wuhan. 

Being so close to Wuhan, 

Xiaogan has also been hit hard 

by COVID-19. The Horner 

Tianjin team has been working 

with them on the same devices 

since 2012. When they got 

the order from the government, 

they first contacted us to help 

them finish the control system.

During all of this, a lot of medi-

cal waste such as masks or 

PPEs are generated from hos-

pitals by the ton every day. 

The city’s original waste treat-

ment company couldn’t deal 

with so much waste in such a 

short time. The portable medi-

cal waste incineration device 

will help tremendously, burning 

at over 900 degrees, the incin-

erator will reduce the waste to 

ashes in a matter of minutes. 

The exhaust will be filtered 

and cooled down before being 

exhausted back into the air. 

Since all the cities had been 

sealed off at the time, it was 

not easy to get all the materi-

als and workers to build this 

machine. Other than the OCS 

controller, we needed VFDs, 

relays, cables and even the 

iron framework. The officials 

helped us to find all the parts 

and workers in just 4 days. In 

order to finish the machine as 

soon as possible, we not only 

did the programming work, 

but also the wiring. In order 

to send the machine out on 

February 6th, we worked for 36 

consecutive hours with other 

researchers and workers to fin-

ish. When the workers put the 

machine on the truck, I was so 

tired that I fell asleep stand-

ing. The machine was sent to 

Xiaogan, a city 1100 kilometers 

away and was put into use on 

Feb. 7th. Usually, to build this 

machine, it takes at least a 

month, but we finished it in just 

6 days.

Currently, I am working with 

a customer to optimize their 

medical oxygen generator 

which will be sent to Spain. I 

hope my efforts are impact-

ing everyone effected by this 

virus. With determination, I 

believe we will overcome this 

pandemic with everyone’s con-

tributions.

      Meet Weining Zhang
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Linda Sutton is known by many names, 

such as: Mrs. Claus, Bluebird the Clown, 

Mom, Grandma and Madam-Do-You-

Ever-Sleep. Just to name a few. However, 

Randy Jones gave her a nickname that has 

become her personal favorite. He calls her 

HM (Heidi’s Mom). As a woman of many 

names, she has just as many skills and 

hobbies. In the wake of the COVID-19 pan-

demic, one of her hobbies has been utilized 

in creating reusable masks for her family 

and friends. After some experimenting with 

her embroidery machine, she was able to 

create embroidered, reusable masks for her 

daughter and the personnel at Horner Fan 

and Fabrication.

Linda is a grandmother to four (plus a 

couple extras), mother to three (and a 

few strays), and has been wife to Jim “Mr. 

Claus” Sutton for 48 years. 

While a true detailing of her employment 

adventures was requested, it is far too long 

of a tale for Horner’s publications. Instead, 

a summary has been prepared to handle 

the highlights.

Linda started into the workforce when she 

was 6 years old. She began by filling donuts 

with jelly at Heaten’s bakery for ten cents a 

day. At age 12, she was cleaning houses, 

babysitting, and she sang at a funeral home 

in exchange for vocal lessons. At thirteen, 

she began working at Dairy Queen.

She met her husband, Jim, when she was 

manager of Linder’s Ice Cream. Nobody 

was supposed to know she was only 15 

at the time. By age 18, she was a reg-

istered cosmetologist. She went to high 

school and Beauty College while working at 

both Linder’s Ice Cream and Dairy Queen. 

When Linda was 20 years old, Heidi was 

born. Linda had her own business at just 

24. When she was 26, she was a group 

leader for Camp Fire Boys and Girls. At 

age 30, she had Looking Good Designs, 

her own hair salon and worked part time, 

at a church, as a Music Director leading the 

choir. She eventually got into cake decorat-

ing and taught others that skill as well.

After an early (temporary) retirement to help 

raise her grandchildren, she returned to the 

workforce at The Flying Cupcake where 

she drove to Carmel, IN at high speeds 

around 3am to decorate cupcakes into the 

mid-morning. After acquiring the recipes, 

she finally came to work at Horner’s Sales 

Department where she utilizes her Master’s 

Degree from Clown College to crack up the 

inside sales team almost as good as her 

fluffy scrambled eggs.

In 2016, she started her newest busi-

ness venture by opening the family owned 

and operated escape room, Twisted Room 

Escapes, with two of her children and a 

couple of family friends. The business is 

centered on having a fun atmosphere and 

being a family-friendly venue to inspire 

teamwork and problem solving skills. All 

while being immersed in a themed puzzle 

game. At Twisted Room Escapes, Linda 

is called “Grandma” by the staff and many 

of the clientele; very few are her actual 

grandkids.

Since August 2019, Linda’s love for all 

things sewing has expanded in the form of 

quilting with her granddaughter. To date, the 

two of them have made roughly 30 quilts.

On her next possible failure of a retirement, 

she plans to spend her time quilting with 

Angel, her dog and her eldest granddaugh-

ter, drinking too much coffee, and torment-

ing her husband. Yet, despite the park-like 

manicuring of her lawn, Linda does not let 

the grass grow under her feet.

                

 

Meet Linda Sutton: 
The Grass Doesn’t 

Grow Under Her Feet 
By: Hope (Her Granddaughter)
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And Two Become 
One 

by: Terry Thorne

For as long as anyone can 

remember, Horner Industrial has 

always had an Electrical Field 

Service Division and Mechanical 

Field Service Division who each 

serviced their respective trades 

at various Horner Industrial 

customer sites. However, on 

February 24th that all changed 

when the Electrical Field Service 

Division and Mechanical Field 

Service Division merged togeth-

er to become Horner Industrial’s 

Field Service Division. 

Ralph Coonce, who had 

served as the Manager of 

the Mechanical Field Service 

Division will assume the role of 

Manager of the newly formed 

Field Service Division. The 

merger will provide Horner 

Industrial’s customer base with 

improved service as the two 

trades will now be combined to 

provide better coordination and 

efficiency whenever the two 

trades are required at a particu-

lar customer’s site. 

The merger will be seam-

less to the majority of Horner 

Industrial’s customers as they 

will continue to receive the same 

level of customer service they’ve 

become accustomed to over the 

years.          

Louisville: 
Capabilities 
Expanding 
by: Terry Thorne

When you become a trusted 

source for repair of industrial 

equipment for a customer, they 

have a tendency to start trusting 

you with more and more of their 

equipment. 

This latest piece of equipment is 

a prime example of that. Horner 

Louisville has been repairing AC 

and DC motors for a local plas-

tics plant for the last two years. 

We then graduated to providing 

Thermal Spray Coatings to help 

extend life on various parts and 

pieces and were very success-

ful doing that.  

We recently received the unit 

shown in the pictures associat-

ed with this article. The machine 

extrudes plastic pellets through 

the function of the two rams 

moving in and out in opposi-

tion to each other. At the end of 

each shift the operator is sup-

posed to purge the plastic out 

of the machine before turning 

the heaters off. Apparently, that 

didn’t happen in this case, and 

the rams were “stuck” in the 

housing encapsulated by, hard 

as a rock, plastic. The com-

pany usually does this repair on 

their own but due to a reduced 

workforce in conjunction with 

the COVID-19 virus they did not 

have the manpower or the time; 

enter Horner Louisville.

The unit came in on a Monday 

and had to be analyzed, com-

pletely disassembled, wring, 

hydraulics and all. The housing 

with the frozen rams needed to 

be removed from the frame and 

put in the oven and heated up to 

loosen the rams. Once heated 

the rams needed to be pushed 

out using a hydraulic press. 

They then had to be put back 

into the bake oven to melt all of 

the plastic that still remained in 

them. The housing needed to 

be placed in the burn out oven 

to melt all of the plastic out of 

it. The rams then needed to be 

cleaned and polished to assure 

that they would slide freely in 

the housing once reassembled.  

All of the remaining parts were 

cleaned and checked for func-

tionality and the reassembly of 

the unit resumed.

We were able to get the unit 

back to its’ designed functional-

ity and back to the customer by 

1:00 pm Thursday afternoon, 

which isn’t bad considering the 

entire Louisville Shop was out 

on Tuesday at another custom-

er’s site cleaning DC motors. 

A big thanks goes out to Chris 

Probus for saying yes to the 

opportunity. Derek Phelps and 

Joe Dupont for their willing-

ness to tackle something other 

than a motor, gearbox or pump. 

Charlie Mings and Gus Bezy for 

the roles they played at helping 

to get the unit repaired. This 

truly was a team effort on behalf 

of Horner Louisville, congratula-

tions to all.  
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The words “centrifugal force” were first 

used in the year 1698, so it is far from a 

new concept. A dictionary definition is “the 

apparent force that is felt by an object that 

is moving in a curved path that acts out-

wardly away from the center of rotation.” 

We have all felt the effects of centrifugal 

force when we are driving our car or truck 

and turn a corner at a high rate of speed. 

As long as we are moving in a straight line, 

we do not feel this force but when we exit 

the highway at a high rate of speed onto a 

270 degree circular ramp, we feel the force 

pulling us the opposite direction that we 

are turning. 

In the industrial world, this force is ever-

present in all rotating equipment. Every 

motor rotor feels the effect of centrifugal 

force as the speed of rotation increases. 

On rotating elements, centrifugal forces 

increase with speed squared. That is to say 

that the force is not linear with speed – it 

squares as speed, or RPM, increases. 

As a repair company, we dynamic balance 

all rotating parts of a motor – the rotor, fan, 

coupling or sheave. By balancing we are 

reducing the centrifugal force of a heavy 

spot imposing undue force on a rotating 

part resulting in excessive vibration and 

premature failure of the bearings, shaft fits, 

etc. All industrial equipment has maximum 

revolutions per minute (RPM) ratings on 

the nameplate. This defines the safe speed 

range that the equipment was designed to 

operate within. When the rotational speed 

increases beyond the rated RPM, centrifu-

gal forces can cause the rotating compo-

nents to fail with devasting consequences. 

Our company provided a 600 HP DC motor 

to an aggregate customer to dig gravel from 

a pit. The motor drives a gearbox that runs 

a hoist cable drum that lifts a large bucket 

full of material. When the loaded bucket is 

at the maximum lift point, a holding brake 

secures the load and the motor is at rest. 

Well, the holding brake failed allowing the 

loaded bucket to drop at terminal velocity 

– 120 + MPH. With the load now driving 

the gearbox, it becomes a speed increaser, 

rather than a speed reducer, causing the 

motor RPM to hit near 10,000 RPM. Please 

note that the motor is rated at a top speed 

of 2,700 RPM, so the motor over speed 

was about 3x rated RPM. The photos show 

how the commutator bars exploded with 

such force that they broke the ½” thick cast 

iron motor frame. The motor damage looks 

like an explosive such as a hand grenade 

or C-4 was detonated. 

Another example of motor over-speeding 

is when a DC motor loses the shunt field 

current but the DC drive does not shut-

down the armature current. When this 

situation occurs, the DC motor becomes a 

series type motor and the RPM continues 

to increase until centrifugal force stops it 

by breaking the banding and allowing the 

armature coils to launch out of the arma-

ture core. I have witnessed this situation at 

a customer’s site, during my field service 

days. The motor sounded like a jet engine 

ramping up for takeoff – until it came to a 

sudden stop with a very loud bang. The 

sliver lining to that dark cloud was that we 

did get a nice motor and drive repair out of 

that bad situation! 

 

Centrifugal Force – What Is It? by: Mike Harper
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Missing Our 
Family During 
The Pandemic

Becky Miller’s, Inside Sales 

Fort Wayne, Mother Jean 

Karst is in a nursing home 

during this pandemic. She is 

91 years old, and although 

her memory isn’t as good as 

it used to be, she shines play-

ing the piano for her group. 

The Coronavirus has really 

brought into focus how impor-

tant family is. The unexpected 

turmoil of the pandemic high-

lights just how much security 

home life can bring, especially 

when there is little to cling to 

outside our front doors.

Most of us are spending more 

time than usual with those 

we love. Don’t ever discount 

what an absolute blessing it 

is to be able to do that. Some 

of us who can’t see our loved 

ones because we are keeping 

them safe by social distanc-

ing, have a new appreciation 

of family that maybe we once 

took for granted. 

Maybe this pandemic will 

make stronger bonds with 

friends, family, and neighbors.
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A Cement Plant in Ohio had a  

fan that is subjected to major 

abrasive wear due to the par-

ticulate in the atmosphere at 

the plant. Erosion on this fan 

causes this but they found it 

worse than normal. This was 

found during a short outage 

on a Kiln. Horner Fan and Fab 

and Horner Machining Services 

worked together to make this 

job a success.

Heidi and Darrel worked togeth-

er with their teams to pull off 

an amazing amount of highly 

skilled decisions and experi-

enced work to make this job 

come together in the time frame 

we were given. Right down to 

the final balancing performed 

to get this job ready for delivery 

was orchestrated perfectly. We 

truly have some of the best 

people possible in our industry 

to provide this type of “next 

to impossible” outcomes in an 

accelerated time frame.

When Machining Services start-

ed cutting the fans from the 

hubs to remove, they found the 

hubs surfaces were crystallized 

as if tremendously overheat-

ed in the past at some time. 

This required cutting the hubs 

down to see if we could sal-

vage by finding the lower mate-

rial in a non crystallized state. 

Fortunately for the customer,  

good material was deeper in 

the hub. This resulted in hav-

ing to build the fan to meet the 

new diameter of the hubs and 

some re-engineering on the fan 

wheel build. About mid week it 

was discovered they had cracks 

in some 14” shafts in another 

critical area of the kiln and our 

rebuild was no longer the critical 

path. 36 hrs later determined by 

a team of inspectors it was not 

necessary to repair at this stage 

and Horner was back in the criti-

cal path on the fan to start the 

kiln. Fortunately work continued 

anyway and we were able to 

meet the original commitment

by a day. This was all done 

around the clock at a record 

pace. Great job to everyone 

involved!

Cement Plant Fan on a Kiln  by: Bill Roper
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Plastics Company Gearbox and Roll Application Upgrade  

by: David Coonce

An Indiana Plastics Company used a sin-

gle chain, with a multiple sprocket setup 

to control their process equipment. They 

wanted to upgrade their systems to mod-

ern equipment and have the ability to vary 

the line speed. The customer decided to 

use (1) motor/gearbox and VFD per roll 

to allow for independent control. Horner 

was able to provide Sumitomo motor/

gearboxes and Horner Machining Service 

designed and machined a new drive shaft 

and coupling for each roll. These 8’ long 

20” diameter rolls are water cooled so 

Machining Services had to figure out how 

to allow water to flow through the drive 

shaft and coupling and into the roll. Darrell 

Cothron and JR Huston both tackled how 

to take a concept on paper and make 

everything work without leaking. After the 

customer reviewed the prototype a few 

adjustments were made and Machining 

Services was able to make (6) drive shafts 

and couplings. This was the first phase of 

the project and expect to receive more rolls  

in the future. Thanks to everyone invloved 

in this project!

 



Keeping Hospitals 
Running During 

Pandemic
by: Brad Snodgrass

Horner is an essential business 

during the Pandemic. One of 

the most important parts of that 

infrastructure is our hospitals. 

We received a call at 8:00 PM 

one night from a hospital in 

downtown Indianapolis.  They 

had a fan in a 44-year-old air 

handler fail.  It was manu-

factured in 1976! Because of 

metal fatique from years of 

run time, the fan frame failed 

in 7 places, the fan housing 

dropped, and one of the two 

inlet cones was damaged.  

This unit services a critical area 

of the hospital especially with 

the Covid-19 issue.  This Air 

Handling Unit (AHU) supplies 

conditioned air to the 3rd floor 

of the hospital. With the help of 

Mechanical Field Service, Fan 

and Fabrication and the Horner 

Sales group we were able to 

get them back online in 5 hours 

from the time of first contact.  

The job was finished around 

12:30am. At the time we did 

this job the hospital did not 

have any Covid-19 patients.
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One of the most common ques-

tions we get at the Coating 

Division is, “Can you help me 

get more life out of my parts”? 

The answer is always, “yes”. 

We have many ways to accom-

plish this it just depends on 

what the customer needs.

A week ago, a customer in 

the concrete industry sent us 

a tube used in their coal fired 

furnace. This part has coal dust 

running through it, and it aer-

ates the dust before it goes 

into the burner. This combined 

with constant use can cause a 

lot of wear in an unprotected 

part. This unit has been here 

before so the work was not as 

extensive as a raw part would 

have been.

The coating we put in this part 

a couple years ago was mostly 

still in place except for a few 

high wear locations, mostly in 

areas that see a reduction in 

pipe size. There is also an air 

nozzle that runs through the 

pipe that needed some work.

After a little bit of fabrication 

work, all the pieces received a 

new layer of hard coat over all 

the surfaces that are exposed 

to the coal with some extra 

attention give to the high wear 

areas. Then the unit was reas-

sembled and coated with a 

product from Loctite that is 

designed to be used in appli-

cations dealing with coal dust.

This unit was installed Easter 

weekend with another unit 

coming to us for the same 

treatment.

During this same time frame 

another customer came to us 

with a similar wear problem. 

This time it was from the plastic 

industry in the form of elbows. 

The elbows are approximate-

ly 3’ radius sweeps. At this 

plastics location, the uncoated 

elbows would last about one 

month. We did a few sample 

elbows with our “special sauce” 

coating and the elbow lasted 

over six months. It turns out, 

the failure occurred at the spot 

we were asked to not coat. 

That’s where the coupling was 

installed. The product being 

transported thru the tubing is 

35% fiberglass. Its very abra-

sive, like sandblasting. After 

they reviewed the failure on 

our elbow, they realized we 

could coat the entire length 

and the coupling would be fine 

with our epoxy coating. Since it 

is a vacuum tube, they will get 

a seal with the epoxy applied. If 

it was coated the entire length, 

who knows how long it would 

have lasted. The best part 

about what we can do for the 

customer, we can customize 

the application of our coating 

to match their needs. 

The Coatings Division is 

expanding into all kinds of 

Industries and our capabilities 

keep growing!

Improving Longevity by: Albert Anderson and John Baumann

After



Grain Dryers 
Automation

Grain drying is the process of 

drying grain to prevent spoilage 

during storage. The customer’s 

application (grain drying) was inef-

ficient and time consuming. They 

were losing resources and ROI 

because of: too much downtime on 

machines and for customers in the 

field assessing control issues.

Inability to create a user-friendly 

process control system. Too much 

time spent wiring with relays and 

timers and Inefficient communica-

tions protocol. 

The solution through our EXL6 and 

XL7 OCS Controllers paired with 

SmartRail Remote & Expandable 

I/O, the customer has seen sub-

stantial improvements within and 

through:

Technicians spending less time in 

the field through remote access 

capabilities. The ability to access 

critical data logged in the event of 

machine loss. Quick problem-solv-

ing through independent sensor 

monitoring and US-based support 

(the customer appreciates having 

someone just a phone call away)
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For Many people, the thought 

of a Customer is one who is 

making some form of purchase 

for goods and or services.  At 

Horner, I would tend to believe 

our thoughts on “Customer’s” 

immediately jump to some of 

the largest employers in Indiana, 

Kentucky, and Ohio.  Customers 

such as these do feed our shops 

and field service departments 

with opportunities to provide 

our unique skill sets to Repair, 

Remanufacture or Replace criti-

cal path items in their manufac-

turing and production processes.  

If we do this well and exceed our 

customers expectations, then we 

have met the most basic need of 

our Customers.

However, not ALL customers 

take on this form.  In fact, we 

all encounter numerous forms of 

customers during our daily activi-

ties here at Horner.  Customers 

take on the forms of our co-work-

ers and teammates.  Customers 

are also our Manufacture repre-

sentatives for the products we 

repair and supply new.  Finally, 

Customers are everyone we 

come interact with when wear-

ing the Horner Logo or driving 

a Horner vehicle with Horner 

Decals and markings.

As a Horner Salesperson, I am 

in constant dialogue and nego-

tiation with All of the customers 

noted above.  Admittedly, I don’t 

always conduct my interactions 

as I should but, that doesn’t 

mean I can’t strive to do better.  In 

fact, now is a great time to make 

that commitment, to do better.  

Instead of letting the stress and 

anxiety of the Covid-19 lead us 

down the path of despair, Now 

is the time to have Hope and to 

re-evaluate how we treat all the 

customers in our lives.    When 

a teammate does a great job or 

goes above and beyond, thank 

them.  If a Product Rep helps 

solve an issue on a repair or new 

product application, give them 

an Attaboy (or girl).  Whether in 

person, over the phone, in a text 

or via Email, take the time to say 

“thank you” to all the customers 

in your life!

Appreciating Customers and Co-Workers 
by: Joseph Motz

Meet Horner
APG India  

Horner APG India’s team consists of 
Software Engineers for APG products. You 
may also spot Phil Horner (APG President) 
and Richard Cooper (APG Ireland) in there 
too!
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With today’s headlines and recent market

fluctuations, it is easy to feel that your 

future may be out of your control. The 

following suggestions may help you stay 

focused during periods of market volatility.

Check your investment strategy

A good diversification strategy will be split 

between stocks, bonds and other invest-

ments. It also will take into consideration 

how long you have until retirement (or 

until you need to start taking withdrawals) 

and your risk tolerance. A regular review 

of your investment strategy can make you 

feel more confident that your portfolio has 

not become increasingly conservative or 

risky over time. Investing always comes 

with risks. By using diversification and 

asset allocation as part of your overall 

investment strategy you can manage your 

risk exposure.

Avoid emotional investing

Making investment decisions based on 

emotions in time of market volatility may 

cause you to do something you may regret. 

Keep in mind that markets go up and 

down. The long-term performance of your

account is what matters. Sticking to your 

investment strategy may help you stay on 

track.

Review your investments with a 

professional

When news headlines proclaim market 

slumps, and economic woes start to worry 

you, contact a financial professional to get 

the whole story. Your financial professional 

can answer questions about how market

volatility affects your specific financial situ-

ation.

Don’t give up on the market

Financial markets rise and fall quickly, and 

history has taught us to avoid making hasty 

decisions in times of economic turmoil.

Consider a more “hands off” approach

Managing your investments when the mar-

kets are volatile can be tricky. As an inves-

tor, you may opt to take more of a hands-

off approach by investing in Target Date or 

Target Risk funds. You also can hire a third 

party investment management company 

to handle your investments for you. These 

options will rebalance your investment allo-

cation as you reach different stages in your 

life and as the markets change. Discuss 

your managed account options with a

financial professional.

Ability Assist Counseling Services
Don’t forget about this important Horner 

benefit. From the everyday issues like job 

pressures, relationships, retirement plan-

ning or personal impact of grief, loss, 

or a disability, Ability Assist can be your 

resource for professional support. 

You and your family, including spouse and 

dependents, can access Ability Assist, at 

any time, as long as you are covered under 

The Hartford’s Disability insurance, Critical 

Illness insurance or Leave Management 

Services.

Counseling Services Include: 

•	 Emotional or Work Life ( relationships, 

stress, work, substance abuse, child 

and elder care)

•	 Financial and Resources (retirement, 

debt, taxes)

•	 Legal Support (bankruptcy, divorce, 

guardianship)

•	 Health Champion (Health related)

1- 800-964-3577



5,000KVA Transformer Failure  by: John BaumannBerkopes

An Iron and Metal Recycling Facility, 

Located in Dayton, Ohio called and had 

a transformer fail and was asking for help.

I contacted Don Morris to asked for his 

assistance. Between Don and Mike Butler, 

we decided to get Springfield Field Service 

involved. Jim Delawder and I were to 

make a site visit, collect photos and infor-

mation to feed back to Don for evalua-

tion. Dan Sneary showed up on site and 

did a temporary repair to get the trans-

former back on-line. In the meanwhile, 

Matt Velandingham was able to source a 

replacement transformer. The new trans-

former had a 50 working day lead time. 

The hope was to have the temporary repair 

last until March.

In February the new transformer arrived 

at the customer’s site. Dave Whited was 

there to receive the transformer for condi-

tion verification. It was a cold snowy day

in April. The repair held and it was time to 

swap the transformer. Due to COVID-19, 

their business is down, and I noticed the 

typical scrap metal mountain is currently 

just a hill. This made it the perfect time to 

swap out the transformers. Dan Sneary 

and Larry Stickney went through all their 

safety checks and prepared the transform-

er for removal. With all the leads marked

and removed, Franklin Iron crew lifted the 

26,400-pound transformer from its place, 

set it aside and the new transformer went 

into its new home. After meticulously weav-

ing the cables into their places, they were 

connected to the transformer. After several 

hours, the final connections were made, 

final testing began. With the testing com-

pleted, power was applied to the trans-

former. The voltage and phase rotation 

were verified at the two 2,000hp DC drives 

to ensure the proper operation of the two 

2,000hp shredder motors. Job complete!

The shredder is still running no issues. The 

original transformer, with the recommenda-

tion of Don Morris, is going to be cryogeni-

cally cleaned by Horner Springfield Field 

Service. It will be sealed in shrink wrap 

plastic and put into storage on site. It will 

be used as a back-up if needed in the 

future.

Failure

Delivery Installation 
& 

Set up
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Persistance by: Bert Serak

  
Getting a customer’s business is not as 

easy as it looks. Most prospective custom-

ers have vendors already, and some may 

have not done business with Horner and 

may not trust us or the sales consultant. 

But with Horner’s depth of services it may 

just take a little time to win them over.

Chapter 1, Qualifying them and them 

qualifying us

In 2017 – 2018, every coal or natural gas 

power plant in Ohio was visited.  This 

natural gas power plant was visited every 

month for 1 year.  With 0 opportunities the 

first year, this plant visit frequency changed 

to every 3-4 months.  Obviously, this plant 

was happy with the service & product ven-

dors.  

Chapter 2, Checking us out

In the summer of 2019, this plant called 

another natural gas fired power plant ask-

ing who they did  motor repairs with.  Some 

motors go to Springfield, OH and larger 

motors go to Indianapolis, IN.  Both motor 

shops pay attention to details, are ISO 

certified, and one thing missing from their 

previous motor repair shops is customer 

service.  Communications on their motor 

repairs was excellent.  

Chapter 3, The Opportunity

Mike Harper got a phone call from a natural 

gas fired power plant maintenance man-

ager asking about motor repair services.  

They are not happy with present vendor 

and interested in performing a couple of 

motor repairs to try us out.  Mike called 

me and we discussed this plant located 

in Ohio and the number of times I visited 

during 2017-2018.  We agreed to get a 

couple of motors and show them how we 

do business.

Chapter 4, The Presentation

Jim Delawder & I scheduled a capabili-

ties presentation.  This plant’s outage was 

scheduled for October – November this 

year.  We walked the plant to inspect 

motors/blowers that maybe scheduled for 

recondition during this outage.  They were 

very interested in vibration monitoring, 

PdMA motor testing, and infrared survey.  

We quoted motor (5 hp thru 1500 hp verti-

cal – 460 to 4160 Vac) reconditions, PdMA 

testing boiler feed pump motors, plant 

infrared survey, and vibration collection/

analysis/report wondering if we would get 

1 or 2 or 3 POs.

Chapter 5, The Outage - 1

We received POs for 17 motors/blowers, 

pre-outage vibration analysis & infrared 

survey, PdMA testing boiler feed pump 

motors, and spare boiler feed pump motor 

RENK bearing parts.  We met several times 

to schedule the on-site testing and motor/

blower recondition work.  Motor repairs 

must be completed on time because por-

table crane scheduling is extremely critical 

during outage.  

Chapter 6, The Outage -2

Motors and motor/blowers were disassem-

bled, inspected, requoted with additional 

repairs, and delivered on time.    2 trucks 

delivered motors/blowers a day ahead of 

schedule.  All other motors/ blowers were 

delivered on scheduled date.   

Chapter 7, Success:  A New Business 

Partner

A post outage meeting was scheduled with 

customer after a post outage vibrations 

collection report was completed.  Post out-

age vibration report confirmed all motors/

blowers operated within specs.  The major-

ity were operating with reduced vibration 

amplitudes after our recondition.  Customer 

commented that we were the best motor 

shop they ever worked with.  Excellent 

communications during repair and no 

missed deliveries - even with additional 

repairs.  Customer requested quotes for 

quarterly vibration and infrared surveys for 

2020.  We received POs for both.  Thanks 

to everyone for the fantastic work done for 

this customer all around from all shops and 

divisions. 



Cutting Out Grounded Coils by: Ralph Coonce

What do you do when you get a call from 

a customer asking you to cut up his 3000 

hp stator winding?  You cut it up!

We were called on a Saturday, when a 

cement plant in Louisville said their 3000 

HP motor had a grounded coil, and they 

wanted us to cut the coil out.  Cutting a coil 

out is one thing, finding it is another.

The stator has a bore of about 7 feet in 

diameter, 4160 V sync motor.  A crew went 

on site Sunday to begin testing and dis-

mantling.  While Field Service is absolutely 

capable of cutting a winding up, it had to 

be done in such a way that it could be put 

back together, so we called on the local 

expert, Charlie Mings the winder in the 

Louisville shop.

Charlie was really out of his element, the 

winding department is warm, dry, clean, 

and a cement plant is none of these things.

Charlie traced the out in the stator, and 

made a midpoint cut.  After that first cut, 

the others I think were easier to do.

The rest of the crew consisting of Jerry 

Voelkel, Corban Hartley, Rusty Syrus and 

later Don Pence, helped tape connections 

as needed, and assembled the motor.

When the button was pushed and the 

motor started, there was a collective sigh 

of relief.

Cutting grounded coils out of a stator is 

kind of an old school thing to be asked to 

do, but if you look around, there is more 

gray hair around here than not, and some 

of those younger guys got a unique experi-

ence with keeping a motor in operation, by 

cutting a coil out of it.

Great feather in the cap of Horner, and a 

nicely done job!
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New Faces

Angela Triska
Indianapolis
Accounting

Virgil White
Coatings
Machinist

Tristan Rakes
Coatings
Spray Technician

James Kalinowski
Springfield
Mechanic

Nikki Clemons
APG
Production Technician

Nicolas Jones
Coatings
Machinist

Magda Rodriguez
APG
Production Technician

Abhishek Trivedi
APG
Engineer - Firmware
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Terre Haute received a motor from a  

Pharmaceutical solutions company. They 

do not produce the pharmaceuticals, but 

create solutions to deliver pharmaceuti-

cals. For example: they will make prod-

ucts that make it easier to administer 

pharmaceuticals-soft gels, hard tablets, 

syringes, etc. In their facility, they have 

a 100HP motor that pumps water into 

a tank for sterilization and this water is 

transported throughout the plant. It is their 

main system, so they cannot afford to go 

down. The motor they were using is a 

3600RPM motor and they experienced a 

catastrophic failure. Luckily, they had a 

spare. They called us to repair the motor 

and Kent had it picked up next day. It was 

too damaged to be economically repaired, 

so we quoted a direct replacement. This 

is when we discovered that a 3600RPM 

motor is a custom motor with 10-12 week 

lead time. We also discovered that an 

1800RPM motor is usually kept in stock 

by most manufacturers, so we proposed 

switching to this motor and changing the 

belts and sheaves to keep the applica-

tion at 3600RPM. I had Rick Redelman 

from Tri-State Bearing make a call with 

me onsite to spec the belts and sheaves. 

We recently received a PO for two of the 

Toshiba 100HP 1800RPM motors and are 

making some minor modifications. With 

these motors in stock, we will be able to 

pull off the shelf, make the modifications, 

and deliver within a week.

Opportunity Knocking On Our Door by: Dan Kohl

  

Inside The Plant: Wastewater  
Ever wonder what is behind those gates 

at a Wastewater plant? Here’s a peek 

inside. This equipment is called a screw 

pump, they lift water efficiently at any 

stage of the treatment process. They are 

utilized in a variety of applications, includ-

ing wastewater plant lift stations, return 

activated sludge, storm water pumping, 

land drainage and industrial applications. 

Screw pumps efficiently lift large quantities 

of water at low heads. Patterned after the 

Archimedean screw, the pump’s assembly 

consists of a simply designed screw, an 

upper bearing, a lower bearing and a drive 

arrangement. These screws can be from 

12 inch diameter in size to 12 foot diam-

eter in size depending on the plant.



Are you smarter than a 5th grader? 

You collect 48 pieces of Halloween candy. 

Your parents say you can eat 2 pieces per 

day, plus an extra piece on Saturdays and 

Sundays. How many weeks will it take to 

finish all of your candy?

Drawing held in Two Weeks! 

The right answers will go into a drawing for 

a final winner. We will wait for all locations 

to receive before drawing.

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Answer: 45 (remember a cube by definition 

is equal on all sides. 20+25) 

Last quarters winners:

$50 in Gift card: Courtney Beach, APG

$25 Gift card: Wesley Butler, Machining Services

Horner Bag: Rick Gray, Indy

Horner Bag: Heather Tallman, Terre Haute

Brain Teaser       This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard 

Horner Awarded: Benshaw Diamond Distributor 
by: Terry Thorne 
When you start doing things 

right, people start to notice! This 

couldn’t be a truer statement as 

the Horner Industrial Group has 

been selected and appointed 

to the prestigious status of a 

Benshaw Diamond Distributor 

for the State of Indiana and 

Northern Ohio! The Benshaw 

Company is a well-respected 

name as a manufacturer of 

Solid-State Starters, (Soft 

Starts).   

This is exciting news! As the 

Horner Industrial Group contin-

ues to grow their new product 

sales offerings, manufacturers 

in our industry are beginning to 

recognize us as a driving force 

in our market. Kudos to our 

Sales Team, both Outside and 

Inside! What does becoming a 

Benshaw Diamond Distributor 

get us? 

-Defined protected territory with 

Factory Lead referrals 

-Factory sales training. Sending 

Horner Sales Team to “Benshaw 

U” to attend Soft Start training 

classes

-Horner Industrial will be named 

as an Authorized Service Center

-On-site training at customer 

sites.

-Providing product applica-

tion and training webinars with 

Customers

-Benshaw’s Diamond Distributor 

page on their website will be 

linked to Horner’s website.

As a Company, we are pleased 

and honored to be awarded this 

status as it is only being offered 

to a select few Distributors 

across the country. 
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Horner Always 
Looking to Help

by: Tim Morris

The  Horner  Warehouse has 

been doing some “Spring 

Cleaning”  in anticipation of 

further growth.  We had the 

opportunity to donate two 

washers and two dryers, 

plus several bathroom sinks 

that were being stored.  Who 

knew Horner had that stuff! 

Our first call was to Habitat 

for Humanity.  If you have 

ever volunteered to swing 

a hammer for Habitat for 

Humanity, then you know that 

every donation helps fami-

lies in need and willing, to 

receive a home. We donated 

these items to the Restore.  

The money raised by Habitat 

ReStores helps families build 

a decent and affordable place 

to call home. When the items 

you donate to ReStore are 

sold, the money helps fami-

lies achieve the strength, sta-

bility and independence they 

need to build a better future.



Our Unique Employees and Their Families
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Gary Goble’s (Field Service) 
new Great Grandson Oliver

Adam Smith, 
(Field Service) 
w/ new family 

member

Suzanne Harlow 
(Springfield)	new	
Granddaughter 

Hallie

Karen Childs 
(Indy) w/ husband 
Mike & Daughter 

Haley

Walter Ireland 
(Fan) Grandkids 
Ruth & Malcom

Kerry Howell 
(Indy) new 
Grandchild 

#13!

Nelson Baxter (EMDS) new 
Grandson Levi and Daughter 

Joni

Stephanie Clapper’s (APG) 
son talking w/Nate Beachey 

(APG) while working at home

Tracy Brown 
(Fan) Grandson 

Benjamin

Rusty Syrus (Field 
Service) Hazard 
Reminder- Bird 
Poop happens!

Reina DeCapua 
(APG) and her 

family

Todd Cochran 
(Sales) Grand-

daughter reading 
Horner Insider!

Bill Roper (Sales) 
Grandaughter Violet

Shawn Cov-
ington (EMDS) 
Daughter An-

nabell 

Courtney 
Beach (APG) 
2 of 4 children 

in FL

Adam Mus-
grove (APG) 
two cats Lud-
wig & Maribel

Becky Miller (Ft Wayne) two 
granddaughters

Throw Back Kerry Fork 
(Sales) 1976 white suit

John	Rooks	(Springfield)	
with his car

Tony Lawless 
w/ Grandchil-

dren

Kent Seavers 
(Terre Haute) 
Dog Buddy at 

the shop

John Baumann 
(Sales) Son Ed

Jeff Sanders 
(Springfield)	

son 

Linda Sutton (Indy) and 
Heidi Randall (Fan) Mother 

Daughter Date

Kim Shella-
barger (Spring-
field)	with	new		

pup Poppy


